
The scope of this thesis was to track the metaphorical creativity of the 8th grade
students. The research took place in three classes: in regular elementary school class, in
language elementary school class and in eight years high school class. The main issues I
was dealing with were following:
• Are the 8th grade students able to create metaphoras and if so than what are the main
characteristics of their creation.
• Which factors can help and which can hinder such their ability.
• Can we already notice at the age of such students major differences in their language
creativity?
The structure of my thesis derives from my previous experience connected to the
research on knowledge of the metaphoras of elementary school students at first and from a
deep analysis of the scientific literature on the creativity at second. I have decided after a
detailed study to give two materials to different students which are focused on the
affirmation of their verbal expression and on their ability to understand metaphoras and
hence the ability to create them.
The research itself took place in the following way: first the students were given the
material on the orientative affirmation of their verbal expression and after a one-week
break material on their ability to understand and to create metaphoras. One school lesson
during the break time was dedicated than to a incentival exercise interested on draging the
students into the topic and on the development of their metaphorical creativity. After the
analysis of the results dialogues were established with those students whose metaphoras
were different from standard elementary school creativity and on the other hand with those
whose creativity was mediocre. The scope of dialogues was too precise the knowledge on
students' interests, on their perception of metaphoras and in general on their motivation to
participate on fulfilling the given tasks.


